INDUSTRY REPORT

Healthcare and Life
Sciences Guide To Identity
and Data Governance
Across the Public Cloud
From benchtop laboratory equipment to patient outcomes,
innovate faster to stay continuously secure and compliant
in the cloud.
The healthcare and life sciences is a highly sensitive and heavily regulated industry.
Recently, the healthcare and life science industry has been getting overwhelmed.
There is a need to achieve heightened levels of efficiency and innovation to deliver
better care and ensure each patient has access to their healthcare information
when they need it.
Cloud technology is a valuable tool that is helping life sciences organizations and
healthcare organizations improve processes, such as modernizing R&D, drug
discovery, and improving patient outcomes. Cloud technology provides infinite
possibilities; however, with the inclusion of the public cloud, there is a need to
balance the speed of innovation with the need for high compliance and security
standards. Organizations deal with highly sensitive data, such as valuable IP,
financial transactions, and protected health information. As a result, they require
continuous compliance with the industry’s corporate and government standards.
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The rising demand for improved quality healthcare, products,

The healthcare industry is a prime target of hackers. The

experiences, services, and information has influenced the

importance of cybersecurity in healthcare is an essential

culture shift experienced by healthcare and life science

consideration for all organizations handling patient data.

organizations. One of the significant ways they are shift-

Despite the potential risks posed by adopting the highly

ing left is by adopting cloud technology. For example, by

sophisticated cloud technology, it is undeniable that it

migrating regulated workloads to platforms such as Google

offers a vast selection of opportunities. So the challenge

Cloud Platform (GCP), Amazon Web Services (AWS), and

becomes innovating at the speed of the cloud without

Microsoft Azure, they can efficiently address speed innova-

creating risk for your stakeholders or patients. This balance

tion issues discovery, competitive pressures, resilience, and

is achievable through various steps; clearly define your

marketing time. However, the cloud environment comes

cloud governance standards, create real-time automation

with its own sets of risks, such as governance, IT security,

that enforces governance, risk management, compliance

and compliance. Consequently, healthcare organizations

policies, and security, and continually present evidence of

are approaching public cloud adoption cautiously.

compliance to auditors and assessors. This detailed guide
will help you achieve this for your healthcare organization.

“ 37% say that less than 1 in 4 cloud security candidates
are skilled enough to keep their companies secure.”
SOURCE: HEALTH IT SECURITY

Understand the Need for
Compliance and Security
The healthcare industry deals with highly sensitive data such as patents, patient
data, and financial data. Also, due to the critical nature of their systems and
the number of parties involved, they are under extreme scrutiny and subject to
substantial regulatory requirements. The adoption of cloud technology would be
highly beneficial to the healthcare and life science industry, however, its risks are
not imagined and should not be taken lightly. For example, apart from being a
constant target for hackers, healthcare professionals’ errors could lead to loss of
life, financial, and legal reparations. The addition of third parties, such as insurance
providers who also require access to patient’s data, further complicates the
situation. Several regulations, such as the HITRUST Common Security Framework,
General Data Protection Regulation in the European Union, and the Health
Insurance Portability & Accountability Act (HIPAA), have been placed to
protect data.
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HITRUST Common Security Framework
The Health Information Trust Alliance (HITRUST) exists to cement information
security as a core pillar in the adoption of health data and systems. It does this by
addressing concerns, such as inconsistent requirements and standards, growing
liability and risks, breaches, and compliance issues surrounding data security in
the healthcare industry. Health organizations can now access, create, store, and
exchange Protected Health Information (PHI) securely and safely through the
Common Security Framework (CSF) developed by HITRUST. The CSF is a flexible
and comprehensive framework built to include prescriptive, scalable security, and
privacy controls. The HITRUST CSF seeks to standardize controls by:
• H
 armonizing existing standards,
business requirements, and
regulations, including EU GDPR,
ISO, PCI, and NIST
• S
 caling controls in terms of size, type
and complexity of health organization
• P
 roviding prescriptive measures to
ensure complete clarity

• A
 llowing for necessary adoption of
alternative controls
• O
 ffering multiple level implementation requirements by following a
risk-based approach
• E
 volving as per user input and
adjusting standards annually to fit
the regulatory environment
• P
 roviding a unified approach to dealing with data security compliance

HIPAA Compliance and
Protected Health Information
HIPAA creates data privacy and security provisions to ensure the safeguarding of Protected Health Information (PHI).
It stems from the privacy rule, which works to ensure that
patient’s health information is protected while still allowing
enough information to flow to provide high-quality health
care and protect the public’s health and well-being. The
primary goal is to strike a balance that allows for the use
of an individual’s health information while simultaneously

between the cloud service provider and the client. However,
the client is in charge of configuring the cloud services to
ensure security and compliance with the various regulations, such as HIPAA. To fully meet the HIPAA regulations,
healthcare providers must safely store sensitive data despite the complexity that comes with the adoption of cloud
technology. Another requirement that proves compliance
with the HIPAA regulations involves data accessibility, in-

protecting their privacy as they seek healthcare.

teroperability, and security. Healthcare organizations have

With evolving technology, more healthcare providers are

medical devices to ensure patient data protection, sensi-

adopting the use of cloud service providers such as Azure,
AWS, and GCP to transmit, process, and store PHI. During
this interaction, compliance is a shared responsibility

to secure the relationships between clinical systems and
tive medical records, patent information, and proprietary
research. Failure to secure safe connections leaves medical
devices prone to security breaches.
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You Can de-Risk Your Cloud to Met
Security and Compliance
The cloud technology provides organizations in the health
and life sciences with benefits, such as availability of medical
research from other researchers and consequent reduction
of time and costs on such research, by availing the right
information to the right individuals at the right time across
various organizations serves to help discover cures and
innovative treatments. However, if this information is not
adequately secured, the risks outweigh the benefits. The
Sonrai Dig platform is designed to remedy this problem and
ensure data security and compliance for your organization.
It comes with advanced systems that assess and place
checks to monitor the four pillars of cloud security and
provide a solution scripted for your organization.
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Getting to the Principle of Least Privilege
The principle of privilege deals with identities and permissions. Using advanced analytics, Sonrai Dig monitors the
data and identity relationship to determine sanctions. The
primary goal is to ensure that your organizations’ various
identities receive minimum permissions to fulfill their duties.
This tool monitors the current accessibilities and privileges,
showing you all aspects of data access, including who can
access your data, when they can access your data and how
they can access your data. It also provides detailed and
updated graphs to present this information, which makes for
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easier management. The least privilege principle helps avoid
common data threats such as privilege escalations, separation of duties, and toxic combinations.

Locking Down Your Crown Jewel Data
The crown jewel data refers to the most sensitive data
that requires the highest level of security. Sonrai offers
software that identifies and de-risks the essential data
in your organization’s system, reducing the blast radius
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Integrating Teams to Shift Left Effectively
By integrating your teams and creating collaborative
measures, you can create effective systems from the
beginning of data management. Sonrai provides what is
called Swimlanes, which organizes the clouds by teams
and relevant access rights. This format helps to ensure the
right information is delivered to the right team for a timely
and effective response.

Implementing Prevention and Remediation
The secret behind achieving compliance and security is to
effectively identify and remedy potential risks even before
they have occurred. The Sonrai software treats prevention
and remediation like a person and escalates the related issue
to the right team or bot, which creates a high-performance
structure for your public cloud. Sonrai works to place preventive measures to ensure rules are continually met, and issues
are fixed even before they become problems. Once a problem is detected, the prevention bot is directed to it to close
it down. These measures are essential due to the amount of

for any potential risks. The lockdown system comes with

workload that is directed to your cloud from multiple teams

inbuilt alarm systems that send out an alarm if triggered

within the health organization. Aso, automation of the sys-

by unexpected or sudden activity.

tem allows the workflow to give you power over escalation,
which is key to preventing alert fatigue and ensuring auditing
of all bot activity for proper compliance.
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Sonrai Dig Can Help
De-Risk Your Cloud
Sonrai Dig is built on a sophisticated graph that continuously
identifies and monitors every possible relationship between
identities and data that exists inside your public cloud.
Built from the ground up to address fundamental cloud data security and
compliance concerns, the solution delivers the following risk control workflow:

Discover
Automatically, visualize
and map Identity and
Data across your clouds.

Classify
Leverage machine learning
to determine data type,
importance, and risk.

Audit
Continuously map
permissions, configuration,
and access to data.

Protect
Use behavioral controls
to detect and prevent theft.
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Reduce Risk, Enforce Compliance, Increase
Security, and Maximize Operational Efficiencies

Risk and Security
Monitoring

Compliance Enforcement
Frameworks covering regulations

Cloud Identity and
Data Compliance

Identity configuration risks, public

and industry recognized controls

Data sovereignty, data movement

data exposure and excess privilege

provides you with the ability to

and identity relationships are mon-

are reported across cloud provid-

create your own frameworks to

itored and reported to ensure con-

ers, accounts, countries, teams

meet the exact needs of your

formance to sovereign, GDPR, HIPAA

and applications.

organization.

and other compliance mandates.

ICON

Drift Detection
Detect drift on an identity, data

Devops Multi-Cloud
Efficiency

Misconfiguration
Prevention

store or a particular resource to

Cloud provider management mod-

All changes implemented (via

ensure compliance baselined,

els are normalized with centralized

console, provisioning tools, or

monitored and continuously met.

analytics and views of data across

programmatically) are detected

hundreds of AWS Accounts, GCP

and continuously monitored for

Projects and Azure Subscriptions.

configuration mistakes.
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Track Access Across Clouds
Implementing controls around what has access to data is fundamental to any data
security and compliance program. Although each unique cloud provider delivers
services and APIs to manage identity and access to data for their stack, they are
not standardized across all the stacks available (e.g., Amazon, Google, and
Microsoft), do not address 3rd party data stores, and often require use of
low-level tools and APIs. Sonrai Dig resolves this problem through normalized
views and control of cloud identity and data access. Use cases supported by
continuous monitoring of access include:

User Configuration Risk

Suspicious User Activity

Identity and Access Risk

• Account password policy violations

• I nteractive shell and API using
same credential

• O
 ver permissioned identities that
never execute actions allowed

• Failed escalation attempts

• A
 ssume role and switch role functions that allow privilege escalation
if compromised

• MFA not enabled
• T
 rust relationships - ability to
escalate privilege
• Credential/key/role lifespan
• Separation of duty violations
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• A
 dmin user created account
with alternative access
• A
 ccount/role created with
excessive privilege

• VPC with open access
• Host or instance with open access

Sonrai Dig Reduces Risk
Sonrai Dig is focused on reducing the risk of
cloud breach and compliance violations through
the introduction of cloud-specific identity risk
management workflow across important categories.

“ 89% of healthcare organizations experienced a data
breach in the past two years. Despite the sophisticated
measures put in place by providers to prevent data
breaches, they are still common.”
SOURCE: DIZZION

Least Privilege
Sonrai Dig graphically maps all of your identities and
determines their effective permissions allowing you to get
to, and maintain, least privilege across all of your clouds.

Separation of Duties
Sonrai ensures data is not stored or accessed from
geographies that are outside security or compliance
policy. Sonrai ensures that separation of duties is baseline,
continuously monitored and maintained based not only
on industry standards but also your own.
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Toxic Combinations
Sonrai aligns identity and access security policies with
business risk to ensure the protection of crown jewel data
is managed.

Activity Monitoring
With continuous (24/7/365) monitoring, Sonrai provides
monitoring and analysis of all identities in your cloud
giving you end-to-end visibility to detect and respond to
nefarious activity.

Sonrai Dig Ensures
Compliance to Key Mandates
Data sovereignty, data movement and identity relationships
are all monitored to ensure conformance to sovereign, HiTrust,
HIPAA, PHI, and other compliance mandates.

GDPR Compliance

Data Asset Inventory

Data Sovereignty Monitoring

Geographic sovereignty is confirmed

Unreported data assets will be found,

Data classification and location is

and data asset discovery is supported.

identified and monitored across cloud

determined. Movement between

PII data movement is monitored.

accounts and developer teams.

geographies and access from alternate
geographies is monitored.

Configurable Frameworks
for Your Company and
Healthcare Industry

NIST, ISO, HIPAA, PCI
and Other Compliance
Reporting

Continuous Monitoring
of Configuration Data

Out-of-the-box support is available

Mandate specific reporting and

data access, and data movement are

for major government and industry

continuous audit of all identity,

collected, normalized, and available for

regulations. Frameworks can be easily

developer and privilege access to

compliance and audit teams.

customized for unique company

regulated data assets.

Cloud configuration data, identity,

requirements.

“ 54% of healthcare associates say their biggest
problem is employee negligence in the handling
of patient information.”
SOURCE: PONEMON STUDY

Flexible 3rd Party Data Integrations
Out-of-the-box support is available for industry leading cloud providers
(e.g., AWS, Azure, and GCP) and data stores (e.g., Aurora, Cassandra,
Gremlin, MongoDB, MSQL, MySQL, Oracle, Postgres SQL, SQL, SQL
Server, etc.)
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Sonrai Dig Increases
Operational Efficiency
Sonrai cloud provider management models are normalized
with centralized analytics and views across hundreds of AWS
or GCP accounts and Azure subscriptions/resource groups
to streamline governance for DevOps and Security teams.
Operational capabilities include:

Centralized Model of Identity and Data

User and Asset Reports

Sonrai models all activity and relationships across cloud

User reports show all privileges and data a particular

vendors, accounts and third party data stores. All views

identity has access to. Similarly, data reports show all those

pivot on cloud provider, country, cloud accounts, application

entities with access and history.

or data store.

Cloud-Native Query

Devops and Security Personas
DevOps team leaders pivot all functions across teams,

Cloud Query Language (CQL) provides rapid integration

applications and data. CISOs pivot on geography, provider

of the complete and centralized model of all data and

and compliance mandates.

identity relationships.

API’s and Customization
API’s provide access to data and reporting functionality.

By utilizing Sonrai Dig’s cloud graphing
capabilities, you stand a better chance of
achieving data and identity governance.
Sonrai Dig offers you an array of benefits.
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Sonrai Can Help Your
Healthcare and Life Science
Organization Today
Sonrai Security provides a platform designed to focus
on data and identity governance within public clouds.
It shows you the potential risks that may arise from the data and identity
relationship, such as ways your data can be accessed, or how it has been obtained
in the past. Sonrai helps de-risk your cloud through a complete risk model that
addresses activity movement across clouds, cloud providers and third-party data
stores, and identity and data relationships.
Cloud technology provides a wide array of advantages for the healthcare and life
sciences industry. It is an essential tool for achieving greater heights in healthcare
innovations regarding treatment, research, cures, health services, and medical
devices. However, the complexity of an ever-changing cloud environment can
pose serious challenges when it comes to ensuring compliance and data security
putting your organization at a higher risk. Data management in the healthcare
industry is critical due to the sensitive nature of the systems and data involved. It
requires you to manage your resources, compute, processes, and teams to better
protect your organization’s infrastructure.

Learn More
Sonrai Security offers a demo for health care
and life sciences organizations and brings
you that much closer to data security and
compliance. See how we identify holes such

sonraísecurity.com

as excessive privilege, escalations, separation

info@sonraísecurity.com

of duty, and potential risks that may arise
from the identities, permissions, and data
exchange within and across clouds.
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Request a demo today!

646.389.2262

